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Abstract
Real-time understanding of speech input is difficult especially because the input is often noisy
and elliptic.
Multiple morphophonemic and lexical hypotheses generated for a single input sentence cannot be resolved by local semantics alone.
We have developed a system in which unilicationbased parsing of speech input is integrated with thematic memory-based spreading activation that supplies extra-sentential knowledge that can help to
disambiguate noisy and elliptic real-time speakerindependent continuous speech input.

I

Hntroduction

The difficulty of parsing speech input is that unlike written
text input, a parser receives a multiple number of hypotheses as input for a particular voice input. This is partly due
to current limitations on speech recognition systems which
are incapable of determining specific phonemes for each input and generally produce several possible segmentations of
the hypothesized phonetic stream. It is not rare that a speech
parser outputs 30 to 50 well-formed, semantically acceptable parse results for each independent sentence of a speech
recognition device output. This paper describes our theory
of integrating pragmatic (contextual and thematic) knowledge
with the unification-based syntax/semantic parsing of real-time
speaker-independent continuous speech input. This approach
is adopted by our speech understanding system and implemented as a part of our speech translation system at the Center
for Machine Translation (CMT) at Carnegie Mellon University.

2 overview
Our speech understanding system consists of three parts:
e the speech recognition system (device hardware and control programs);
e a phoneme-based generalized LR parser (CPGLR!)
;
*The authors would like to thank members of the Center for Machine Translation for fruitful discussions and their efforts in implementing the subparts of the system. Hiroaki Saito has contributed significantly in implementing the phoneme-based Generalized-LR parser
(QSGLR).Teruko Mitamura developed a significant part of the Japanese
LFG grammar. We would also like to thank Dr. Morii of Matsushita
Research Institute for his generous contribution of the speech recognition hardware used by our project. Eric Nyberg was especially
helpful in preparing the final version of this paper.
‘@GLR parser is based on the generalized LR algorithm,
augmented by a pseudo-unification package with semantic case-
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e a memory-based recognition mechanism through spreading activation.
This paper focuses on our approach for integrating memorybased recognition (recognize-and-record
paradigm) with
unification-based (LFG2) syntax/semantic parsing (build-andstore paradigm) which has proven to be effective for understanding continuous noisy speech input. Readers may also
wish to consult Morii, et a&1986] and Saito&Tomita[l988]
respectively for discussions of the speech recognition hardware and the phoneme-based generalized LR parser. We will
emphasize that our approach has truly integrated syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic (contextual and thematic) processing
during real-time speech understanding where the use of each
source of knowledge is interleaved and inter-dependent. This
is in contrast to other approaches found in the text processing literature where parsing and contextual inferences are performed in sequence.

3
3.1

Need fm contextual
parsing speech in

knowledge

in

Difficulty of Speech Understanding

When compared to the understanding of text input, the added
difficulty in the understanding of continuous speech input can
be seen in:
phonemic
mented in
be equally
restriction

segmentation: The input stream can be segmany possible ways, and each hypothesis may
likely to succeed, even after applying semantic
checks.

added lexical ambiguity: More than one lexical entry
may be matched to a given phonemic segment, so the
problem of lexical ambiguity is enlarged during continuous speech input understanding.
extra-grammaticality and incomplete words: Due to
noise, speaker variability, and other limitations of speech
recognition devices, parser input is often incomplete and
may be ungrammatical.
In response to these problems, the understanding of continuous speech input has been countered with mostly engineering
improvements in recognition devices (including improved algorithms for probability measures, etc.). However, there have
been a few recent efforts in trying to solve these problems
from the NLP side. This includes work of Hayes, et aZ[1986],
Tomita[1986], Poesio&Rullent[l987],
and Saito&Tomita, in
frame restriction checks generated automatically by the Universal
Parser/Compiler (Tomita&Carbonell[ 19871).
2Lexical Functional Grammar (Kaplan&Bresnan[l982]).

which case-frame based semantic restriction checks are integrated into efficient parsing algorithms that score the word lattice and/or phoneme sequence. These efforts3, combined with
the engineering improvements in speech recognition devices,
effectively reduce some of the problems in the area of parsing moderately noisy and moderately incomplete sentences.
However, issues of phonetic segmentation and lexical ambiguity are not solvable by enhancements in parsing techniques or
recognition engineering, because there is an underlying problem of choosing the most appropriate hypothesis for grouping
phonetic segments and choosing the correct lexical-sense from
multiple hypotheses supplied by the voice recognition system
(when each hypothesis passes the test of syntactic and local semantic (case-frame) constraints). This difficulty is aggravated
when speech understanding is performed in real-time and the
noise in the input is not easily controllable. We have seen
cases where one input sentence is hypothesized into 30 to 50
syntactically well-formed and semantically (sentential level)
acceptable candidates under noisy circumstances.
For example, testing the CMIJ-CMT speech understanding
system, the Japanese input “atamagaitai” (“I have a headache”)
was spoken into a speech recognition system4 and accepted by
the integrated’ parser with 57 ambiguous interpretations. Each
of the ambiguous interpretations are semantically legitimate,
meeting the local restrictions set forth by the case-frame instantiation restrictions. Below are some of the highly scored
interpretations:
atamagaitai
kazokuwaitai
kazokuheitai
kazokudeitai
koputoaitai
asabanaisou
and night.)
askaraikou
morning.)
kazokuwa
ikou
asamadeikou
morning.)
okosanaika
okosumaika
kazokuheikou
kazokudeikou
gohunasiou
minutes.)
ugokumaika
atukunaika
dokoeikou
dokodeikou
koupumadeikou

(I have a headache.)
((The) families
want to stay.)
((My) family is soldier(s).)
(I want to stay as (a) family.)
(I want to see (meet)
(my) cup.)
(Love (make love)
(every) morning
(Go

(come)

(from)

tomorrow

((The) families
go.)
(Go before morning,
Come

until

(Shall we wake
(one) up?)
(Shall we not wake (one) up?)
((The) family is disappointed.)
(Go with the family.)
(Love (make love) for five
(Shall I not move?)
(Is it not hot?)
(Where shall we go?)
(Where shall we come?)
(go to (the) cup.)

These are just some of the 57 disambiguations that were
produced as acceptable readings by the speech understanding
system given the input “atamagaitai” (“I have a headache”). As
we can see from the examples, the sentences are perfectly acceptable, unless the system makes use of the discourse context
3And others such as Lee, et 419871.

4Matsushita Research Institute’s speech recognition hardware.
The speech recognition system and the speech input enhanced LR
parser is described in detail in Saito&Tomita. The experiment was
conducted in an uncontrolled ordinary office environment.
5By ‘integrated’, we mean concurrent processing of syntax and
semantics during parsing as opposed to some parsing methods where
syntax and semantics are separately processed.

(doctor/patient communication)
set.

3.2

Nee

to further restrict the candidate

~~~t~xt~a~ knowledge

Even with the semantic restrictions set forth by case-frame restriction checks, we suffer from the problem of ambiguities
that are not possible with ordinary text inputs. This problem
increases when the vocabulary of the speech understanding
system enlarges and the variety of sentences that are accepted
by the system expands. Although possible morphophonemic
analyses of the speech input are ordered by the scores recorded
during the speech recognition, the difference between candidate hypotheses as indicated by scoring is often within the
tolerance of the system’s error checking mechanism.
The CMU-GMT speech understanding system (without the
contextual disambiguation mechanism we describe in this paper) attains about 85% accuracy on sentences in the doctor/patient dialogue domain (under a controlled, relatively
noiseless environment). This is possible mainly because we restricted world knowledge (the semantic case-frame knowledgebase) to the doctor/patient dialogue domain. As a result, a
sentence such as “asabanaisou” ((make) love (every) morning
and night) was not accepted as candidate morphophonemic realization, simply because the knowledge-base was not large
enough to accept such sentences. In a sense, this imposes
an arbitrary contextual restriction on our system by restricting
vocabulary to the limited domain. However, we are interested in expanding our vocabulary to cover sentences that are
realistically possible in the actual use of a speech understanding system (such as aiding the hearing-impaired, translation
for foreign language speakers, etc.), which inevitably includes
vocabulary from a domain that is much larger than the target domain of the speech understanding system. As we have
seen from our 57 well-formed and acceptable sentences (at the
sentential level), once we enlarge the vocabulary (and world
knowledge) to be a realistic size, we will suffer from the explosion of multiple ambiguities after the input is interpreted
by the parser.
Local semantic restriction checks are not sufficient for disambiguating continuous speech input, since an interpretation
can be totally legitimate semantically, but can mean something drastically different from what has been input into the
speech recognition system (as well as being contextually inappropriate). The speech understanding system needs extrasentential knowledge to choose an appropriate hypothesis for
grouping phonetic segments and for selecting the appropriate word-sense of lexical entries. In other words, the need
for contextual knowledge in speech understanding systems is
even more urgent than in text input understanding systems; in
a speech understanding system, the input can be interpreted
in a way that is not possible in text input systems, and the
input can still be acceptable to the local semantic restriction
checks that integrated parsers perform within a sentence (such
as slot-filler restriction checks of case-frame parsers).
Our belief that natural language understanding must be performed under concurrent processing of syntax, semantics and
pragmatics (thematic and contextual) is effectively supported
by the difficulty of understanding noisy continuous speech input without the integration of contextual and thematic knowledge.
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4

Accessing
parsing

contextual

ory every time a local semantic restriction test succeeds during
the syntax/semantics unification. Our algorithm is as follows:
FOR each sentence in the speech input

First, we look briefly at our @GLR parser. Syntactic knowledge
in the system is represented in an LFG formalism which is
based on Kaplan&Bresnan[l982]
using a notation similar to
PATR-II (Shieber, et aZ[1983]). Below% an arbitrary example
of an LFG (Japanese) syntactic representation?
(0.0

<-->

(<v-IMP>)

((x0

= xl)

((x0

:mood)

=

IMP)))
.
(<v-mizen2>
(<v-renyol>
.

<-->
<-->

(<v-fsahen>
(<v-fsahen>

(<v-&9
< --> (<v-fsahen>
@se
xl)) 1
(<v-fsahen>
<--> (Sail)
(((x0 root) = aisuru)
((x0 cat) = V)
((x0 subcat)
= trans)))
(Sail <-->
(@a @i)) ; aisuru

@so)
@si)
@yo)

((x0 = xl)))
((x0 = xl)))
((x0 =

In unification-based parsing, syntactic knowledge is used
for a series of unifications which yield a sentential feature structure when the sentence is syntactically wellformed. Our speech (phoneme) parser, which is based-on
Tomita&Carbonel[l987]‘s
syntax/semantics parser, integrates
syntactic unification with sentential (local) semantic restriction
tests, using the case-frame-based syntax/semantics mapping
rules. Below is an example of a rule from the doctor/patient
dialogue domain7 :
(f *HAVE-A-PAIN
(is-a (value *HAVE-A-SYMPTOM))
(:symptom
(sem *PAIN))
(:pain-spec
(sem *PAIN-TYPE))
(:severity
(sem *SEVERITY))
(:location
(sem *BODY-PART)))
(j *HAVE-A-PAIN
<==> (*OR* itai itamu)
(:symptom
= (*PAIN))
(:severity
<==> (advadjunct))
(:location
<==> (obj))
(:pain-spec
<==> (advadjunct))
(:freq <==> (advadjunct))
(:duration
<==> (advadjunct))
)

As we can see, the mapping between semantic case-frame
slot restrictions and syntactic feature structure paths are represented. The syntax/semantics parser utilizes these semantic
restriction checks while performing unification. Also, note that
these semantic restrictions are domain dependent, and therefore context independent. In our knowledge source, we have
a multiple number of this type of mappings for lexical entries
between syntax and semantics for each ‘sense’ of the words.
Of course, in speech understanding, since a phonetic stream
is segmented in multiple hypothetical ways, we will have an
even greater number of concurrently active mapping-rules for
each segment of a phonetic stream.
Now, we look at our integration of contextual (thematic)
memory activity with this unification-based syntax/semantics
parsing. In essence, we perform spreading activation in mem‘See Mitarnura, et a1[1988] for details of the representational
scheme.
7Consult Tomita&Carbonell, Tomita, et aZ[19871 for details of this
representation.
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1. When unification of one feature-structure and another
feature-structure succeeds (syntactically well-formed),
and this unification accompanies the addition of one concept (semantic case-frame) to another concept as a part
of the receiving concept’s features (namely, succeeds in
meeting case-frame slot filling restrictions), then:
2. Activate the concept that succeeded in the above unification and semantic test (receiving another concept as its
feature*).
3. Activate the concepts that are abstractions of the activated
concept in the memory-net.
4. If an activated concept is a thematic root concept, then
send the thematic activation to the concepts that are
thematic-children of the node.
5. If a thematically activated concept is a thematic root concept, then send the thematic activation to the thematicchildren of the node.
6. When unifications build sentential case-frames, activate the sentential case-frame with the highest level of
thematic-activation. Deactivate all other sentential caseframes and non-sentential case-frames. Perform upward
activation as in 3 and thematic-activation (4, 5) for the
chosen sentential case-frame.
END FOE;
To clarify, we are assuming a frame-based semantic-net,as
a representation of domain knowledge which is organized by
inheritance links and also by relation (feature) links that are
mapped with syntactic feature-attributes at some level of abstraction. We are also using links that group thematically related concepts. This is attained by having some nodes characterized as thematic root nodes packaging the thematic children
nodes. This packaging can be thematic as well as episodicg.
As we stated in the description of the algorithm above, we
have two kinds of activations: 1) unification triggered conceptual activations; and 2) thematic concept triggered thematic
activations. Both are spreading activations but they are not
so called ‘dumb’ spreading activations, because we do not
spread activations everywhere. Instead, in the case of the first
activation, we only activate upwards in the abstraction hierarchy; in the case of the second type, we only activate the
thematic packaged nodes (and thematic packaged nodes of the
packaged nodes). The thematic activation is analogous to DMTRANS (Tomabechi[l987])‘s ‘C-MARKER’marker passing, except that DMTRANSuses lexical activation of contextual mark*This reception of another concept as a specific feature of the
concept is equivalent to ‘concept rejinemenf’ that is central to parsers
such as MOPTRANS (Lytinen[l984]), DMTRANS (Tomabechi[1987])
and DM-COMMAND(Tomabechi&Tomita[ 19881).
‘We do not distinguish episodic memory from thematic memory.
Often memory representations tend to put emphasis on episodic memory (scriptal groupings); however, actual input may not accompany
any scriptal episodic contents, instead, the input can be purely thematic. For example, input about configuration of a personal computer
will have thematic grouping of concepts such as ‘CPU’, ‘memory’,
‘key board’; but may not accompany any scriptal utterance. Thus,
we treat both episodic and thematic grouping of concepts uniformly
by categorizations under each thematic root nodes.

ers whereas we use unification-triggered activation of thematic
root nodes as the source of thematic activations.

Context in a conceptual memory network can be represented as
a grouping of concepts that are associated in a certain manner,
i.e. an activation of one concept in memory triggers (or can
potentially trigger) some other concepts in the network. To
put it in another way, there is a relationship between concepts
in which activation (recognition) of one concept reminds some
other concept that it is related in a certain way. In our model,
we have two types of activations, unification-based (local semantic) and thematic. The tirst type of activation represents
the recognition of what is being said (can be multiple hypotheses) and the second type represents what is likely to be heard.
The second type of activation is important because the context
highlights some concepts during the understanding of input
which is more than one sentence in length. Spreading activation through a network of concepts is our choice for performing
such thematic activation. As claimed by the direct memory access literature (Riesbeck&Martin[l985]‘s DMAPO, DMTRANS,
etc.), such a scheme has an advantage of being able to perform memory-based inferences based upon knowledge existent in memory which is not possible by conventional build‘and-store syntax/semantics parsers. We also believe that this
memory-based activity (recognize-and-record understanding)
needs to be integrated with the syntactic and local (domainbased) semantic analyses. We attain this by performing the
spreading activation thematic recognition at each acceptance
of LFG based unification with simultaneous acceptance of domain specific semantic tests. Our scheme is contrasted with
recognize-and-record parserslo such as DMAPO and DMTRANS,
where almost no syntactic analyses were performed (except
linear ordering of concepts), and syntactically complex sentences were not recognized. Such schemes are not desirable,
particularly with a speech understanding system, since without
strong syntactic restrictions, the possible hypotheses of morphophonemic segmentation can grow exponentially with the
increase in length and noise level of the continuous speech
input. Norvig[1987] has a system which performs similar
spreading activation inference for text input; however, in his
system, syntax/semantic parsing and contextual inference modules are separate (performed sequentially); yet, we believe that
these processings need to be integrated for the reason we stated
above.
Our method of networking thematically related concepts in
addition to an ordinary semantic network may resemble associative models that are researched by connectionists. However, we have not adopted connectionist associative architecture and back-propagation in our thematic conceptual clusters.
Our spreading activations are guided and do not use weighted
links. Since we are using an efficient generalized LR parser for
syntactic analyses, combined with an unification-based information processing as a base for spreading activation memory
activity, OUT model naturally solves problems of metonymy
such as the example below (taken from Touretzky[l9$8]):
John cut an apple from the tree.
As Touretzky suggests, to correctly understand this, we need
“Also including recent efforts
man[1987], and Berg[1987].

‘w Charniak&Santos[l987], Book-

selectional restrictions created by combination of “cut” and
“from the tree” and also the knowledge that apples are connected to trees by stems, etc.. This type of understanding, so
far, is not possible under the connectionist paradigm. Also,
under noisy continuous speech input, this sentence can also
be hypothesized in multiply syntactic and local semantically
acceptable ways and it is beyond the capacity of the current
level of connectionist parsing. On the other hand, combination of unification-based approach with associative (thematic)
memory handles this type of sentence naturallyll.
We believe our scheme of integration of unification-based
syntax/semantics parsing with memory-based spreading activation recognition is equally viable for other types of unification formalisms such as HPSG (Pollard&Sag[l987]), GPSG
(Gazdar, et a1[1985]), and JPSG (Gunji[1986]).
Since the
method of unifying feature structures is shared among different
unification-based grammar formalisms, our scheme guarantees
that the memory-based activity is integrated at each unification
that succeeded and passed the (domain/local) semantic-test for
adding one concept as a part of another concept.

We have reported our scheme of integrating thematic (contextual) disambiguation with syntax/semantics unification-based
parsing for understanding continuous speaker-independent
Our system represents the paradigm
noisy speech input.
of integrating build-and-store type parsers (exemplified by
our unification-based parser) and recognize-and-store memorybased activity during real-time processing. Our experimental
results show that multiple hypotheses of morphophonemic and
lexical segmentations and selections are effectively narrowed
in our scheme. In most cases, our understander outputs a single semantic representation of the input speech for the same
input that could be represented in over 50 possible ways that
are syntactically well-formed and local semantically acceptable when the understander is run without the integrated contextual/thematic recognizer. Because our scheme of integrating
memory-based activation for contextual recognition is based on
feature-structure unifications and case-frame semantic knowledge representations, our paradigm is applicable regardless of
the grammar formalism that is chosen (LFG, HPSG, JPSG,
etc12) and therefore must be highly effective for understanding
noisy continuous speech input when adopted to systems that
utilize such formalisms as well.

ix:

tie

As the speech recognition front-end to our speech understanding system, we have adopted a high-speed and speakerindependent speech recognition device built by Matsushita Research Institute (Morii, et 41986];
Hiraoka, et a&1986]),
“Local semantic restriction tests during the unification augmented
by the contextual/thematic knowledge of concurrently activated associative memory attain the selectional restrictions based on syntax, semantics (case-frame restrictions) and pragmatics (contextual/thematic). This is not currently possible under the connectionist
model especially due to the fact the connectionist model still lacks
the complex compositionality and variable binding. In contrast, such
a task is rather trivial in our scheme.
‘21ncluding ca teg orial grammars utilizing unifications (Karttunen(1986), Zeevat, et aZ[1987], etc.).
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which takes a Japanese speech utterance and produces a sequence of phonemes. The LFG phoneme parser (@GLR) is
a generalized LR parser augmented by pseudo/full unification
packages. The run-time grammar is precompiled for the LR
parser for run-time efficiency. Semantic memory is represented
using FRAMEKIT(Nyberg[1988]). Domain knowledge is coded
as case-frames and syntax/semantic mappings are represented
as mapping rules between case-frame slots and feature structure syntactic attributes. The parallelism of spreading activation is simulated using lazy evaluations in CommonLisp. The
completed system runs on a 12Meg IBM-RT13 running Commonlisp.
Currently, an implementation is underway using
MULTILISP (Halsead[1985]), which is a parallel lisp developed
at MIT for Concert multi-processors and is now implemented
on Mach (Rashid, et a&1987]) at CMU.
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